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Under Armour from the 96 year to tight T along the way so far, to enter the basketball shoe market, a new milepost in the fall is known,
the new Under Armour Mobtown - the first pair of UA shoes released. Marks outside of the UA sports shoes casual shoes plate
iconic shoes, shoes in the classic atmosphere to create a black full grain leather, with velvet lining and the comfort of the iconic Micro
G in the end, let the shoes have basketball shoes cushioning comfort. How do you feel about this simple UA casual shoes?
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2012-3-30 09:57 upload and download the attachment (181.53 KB) we all know that Air Jordan X can be said to be Jordan in the
game in the shortest life of a shoe, after the second round of the 1995 NBA playoffs in the bulls and magic resistance, wearing a new
trapeze design Air Jordan XI debut. When first wearing a Concords version of the debut, after it is switched to the heel and
embroidered with'45''s "Space Jam", while Jersey has been restored to his old'23' number, but the shoes number or leave a deep
shadow to the flying trapeze, but missed the final, not to mention the file the past. Let's look at the shoes! This shoe body with black
leather, leather and nylon lining "Space Jam" for the type of shoes, embroidered with'45'heel, ankle on both sides presented in purple
and gold LOGO Michael father autograph, quite the color and texture of luxury ecstasy. This section is now in eBay's pistol07 auction,
like friends can pay attention to.
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